As largest-scale computing systems currently progress to multi-petaflop systems and beyond, achieving their full potential requires increasing attention to the performance health of the systems overall, wherein degraded performance of a single subsystem such as a node, NIC, memory module, kernel process, etc. can effectively degrade the performance of an entire system running a large application. The current state of the art in identifying and remediating sources of performance loss is as much an art as a science, typically requiring labor-and expertise-intensive human resources operating in an ad-hoc and experience-based fashion.
INTRODUCTION
Modern supercomputer components have an extreme level of configurability and fault tolerance built into them. For example, an optical network may gracefully degrade communication bandwidth rather than abruptly cut off communication when dust or other issues interfere with reliable laser transmission and reception. During power-on, the system firmware may take a single core offline rather than shut down an entire multi-core chip. Such high levels of autonomous decision making when applied to millions of components can leave an applications scientist confused: "Is my supercom-puter running as fast as it can? How can I tell? How can anyone determine which of a supercomputer's millions of components (processor cores, memory DIMMs, network cards, network switches, network links, BIOS settings, system daemons, hard disks, OS configuration parameters, IO servers, etc.) are to blame for suboptimal performance and what should be done to fix the slow components?".
These are important questions because an inefficient supercomputer not only incurs a delay of scientific discovery but also reduces its overall capability during its lifetime with concomitant cost implications. Pinpointing the source(s) of a performance problem (or even determining that a problem exists) is decidedly difficult and currently requires unique expertise as well as a significant investment of time.
The goal of this paper is both motivate and to introduce a new type of analysis tool, a Performance Health Monitor (PHM). Its aim is to rapidly identify if the entire leadershipclass system is operating at a healthy performance point, pinpoint the sources of lost performance on the system, and indicate what needs to be changed to get the system working again at full efficiency. While a system's tight integration is necessary for applications to achieve high performance, the downside of that integration is that a single underperformer among all of the interconnected hardware, software, and firmware resources across an entire system is sufficient to reduce overall performance.
The following are the specific objectives of PHM:
1. Enable applications to experience a consistent performance environment from run to run.
2. Support cross-system comparisons and historical comparisons of performance data by recording performance snapshots of the system at various points in time.
3. Identify and localize performance health problems within time constraints.
Performance consistency is one of the most important expectations that application scientists have. PHM will enable the exploration for using best-in-class performancediagnostic tools that will be integrated into a unified infrastructure and that is designed to be deployed on multiple systems. Quantitative information on a system's performance health, its distillation into an easy-to-use form, and recommendations to achieve 100% of a system's potential all fall within the remit of PHM.
System performance also has a very strong temporal component, as exemplified in the frequent statement: "But it was working fine yesterday". Performance snapshots assist in diagnosing temporal performance issues, such as in ensuring that a hardware/software/firmware upgrade did not adversely impact system performance. They can also be used to determine if two supposedly identical systems (or identical subsets of the same larger system) exhibit equal performance and, if not, to advise how to improve the slower system performance. Applications can even use performance snapshots to dynamically adapt their behavior to a given system (e.g., to determine whether to favor large blocks of work to amortize communication overhead or to favor small blocks or work to improve load balancing).
Finally, there is a delicate tradeoff to be made between prescriptively checking whether a system is healthy and actually using it for its intended purpose. Thus, a system administrator may be willing to devote more time to tracking down performance issues than a user who has to carve out time from their allocation to determine system health before running their job. Flexibly balancing the quality of information that is available with the time it is allowed to run enables PHM to serve the needs of administrators and users alike.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we motivate the need for PHM through a number of our own experiences in the performance analysis and debugging of several large-scale systems. The approach being taken by PHM is described in Section 3, and its main research challenges are discussed in Section 4. Related work is provided in Section 5. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
We motivate the need for performance health monitoring through a series of anecdotes acquired over years of experience with large-scale-system performance analysis. Each describes a performance problem that had to be painstakingly identified and eliminated by experts. With PHM, application users and system administrators will be able to diagnose similar problems quickly, easily, and automatically.
• Difference between expected and measured performance: Users of the ASCI Q supercomputer were initially excited about how much faster their codes ran than on previous systems. However, a performance model of application performance on the system predicted much higher performance [18] . A thorough analysis of the system revealed that the source of the performance loss was operating-system (OS) noise. That is, various system daemons and kernel events would run for brief amounts of time, but because this activity was unsynchronized across thousands of nodes there was almost always some node being delayed impacting overall application performance. Removing unnecessary daemons and reducing the frequency of others led to a doubling of application performance saving precious system time.
• Performance differences at different scales: The performance of the Red Storm supercomputer was analyzed over time, from initial availability of a few nodes to its final production configuration. On one of these occasions, application performance was determined to be exactly as expected when run at small scale but slower than expected when run at large scale. Although a problem with the network would be the obvious conclusion, using a series of performance diagnostics eventually determined that the network was in fact running at full speed. The problem was finally diagnosed to be that 6 out of the 10,000 nodes had slower CPU clocks than the rest (2.0 GHz instead of 2.2 GHz). When these slower CPUs were replaced with the correct ones, full system performance was restored.
• Silent changes in network performance: At its inception, the Thunderbird system was the world's largest InfiniBand cluster. Analytical performance models provided expected application performance, but measurements diverged from the model beyond a certain scale. A similar drill-down was carried out as with Red Storm, but the resolution was different. It was discovered that a single InfiniBand NIC in one of Thunderbird's 4,000 nodes had silently downgraded its link speed from 1 GB/s to 256 MB/s, presumably in response to an error condition. Resetting this one NIC was sufficient to restore full system performance.
• Differences in memory speeds: On a 100-teraflop scale commercial HPC installation, some workloads were observed not to scale as expected on the system. Another class of workloads behaved exactly as expected at all scales. Detailed examination by performance experts revealed that the two workload classes differed in their memory behavior. Further analysis uncovered the fact that one set of memory DIMMs in the system were running at a lower speed that those in the rest of the system. This slower memory was effectively holding up the rest of the system.
• Different hardware prefetch settings: The POWER7 processor used in the PERCS system [20] provides a significant level of configurability in hardware data prefetching. Through a user-controlled special-purpose register, the Data Stream Control Register (DSCR) [10], the prefetchers can be set to load or store streams, and also handle strided streams (such as to accesses along a leading dimension in a multi-dimensional array) with varying degrees of aggressiveness. The DSCR must be set by users to a value appropriate for a particular workload to get the best performance. Figure 1 shows the performance of three workloads: StreamTriad, DGEMM, and FFT. Different DSCR settings provide different performance for the different workloads and it is fairly easy for a user to employ the inappropriate DSCR setting for a particular workload leading to poor performance.
• Performance degradation between OS's: An anomaly was noted on Blue Gene/Q when exploring the use of prototype PHM diagnostics for analyzing OS noise (see Figure 2) . System noise is a notorious cause for performance unpredictability so the Blue Gene system was being set up with a Hybrid Light Weight Kernel (HLWK). As expected, there was less noise in comparison to Linux, but applications were consistently underperforming by 20-30% on HLWK! Investigation revealed a bad-firmware load was leaving idle threads spinning versus being in a quiescent lowpower state. The resulting instruction fetch pressure caused a consistent degradation in application performance on HLWK. A firmware update fixed the problem and showed HLWK to have no noise and achieve performance similar to the best Linux example. 
Summary of motivating examples
Collectively, the preceding anecdotes relay the following messages:
1. System performance problems are commonplace on largescale systems and we expect these problems to be exacerbated in the future with increasing scale. PHM is directly aimed at solving these problems as expeditiously as possible.
2. There are many, many possible sources of performance loss in a large-scale system. The preceding anecdotes alone identified OS noise, clock speed, NIC link speed, the hardware prefetcher setting, DIMM configuration, and kernel activity as culprits in different instances, always unpredictably.
3. Identifying the source of performance loss in a largescale system is currently a highly specialized skill; skills that are not always available. Many performance problems are difficult to solve even by the best performance analysts. PHM will not only enable users and system administrators to diagnose system problems themselves but will make the performance experts more productive in the cases in which their help is still needed.
4. Many problems are time-dependent: "My code performed as expected last week but has degraded after the system upgrade and I haven' changed anything". Running PHM periodically can provide a system performance dossier that can be consulted periodically, and especially after any changes, to ensure a consistent performance fingerprint.
APPROACH
PHM is intended to be both an open-ended research platform and a genuinely useful tool. For that to happen, the overall design needs to be kept as simple as possible with the more complex (but more innovative) aspects localized into independent units. PHM will consist of two main parts. The first is a collection of diagnostics that are used for data acquisition. These may be sophisticated parallel (e.g., MPI) programs that adapt dynamically to changing system conditions or just straightforward shell scripts that run a number of performance-querying commands extracting relevant data from the output. Diagnostics are intended to run throughout the system. The second part of PHM is a core infrastructure that launches the diagnostics, aggregates the results, generates/updates snapshots, and will ultimately provide control to determine what diagnostic to launch next. Part of this infrastructure (the diagnostic launching, snapshot manipulation, and control logic) will run on a head node, and part of this infrastructure (data aggregation) is distributed across the system and uses the system itself to efficiently compute statistics, a la Disparity [7] . An important goal is to make it as easy as possible for users of PHM to develop their own diagnostics without needing to reinvent such an infrastructure.
Infrastructure
The PHM infrastructure's main function is to provide the underlying support for diagnostics as they run across a largescale system, Figure 3 . It is being designed with portability in mind and thus provide a common interface to diagnostics on all large-scale systems. Efficient mechanisms needed in the infrastructure are being explored including:
1. Launching diagnostics on a system, 2. Reducing data produced by diagnostics and storage in a performance snapshot, 3. Scheduling diagnostics on the system based on the output of prior diagnostics and on the given time constraints, and 4. Provision of data-analysis and anomaly-detection capabilities.
Underlying the infrastructure will be a well-defined and easy-to-use application programming interface (API) that will provide access to the infrastructure from each diagnostic. This API will be embodied both by traditional programming libraries and by an interface to modern scripting languages. Indeed, PHM will be able to take advantage of many existing utilities by wrapping them in a thin PHM veneer. Naturally, scalability is an important characteristic of any tool that targets leadership systems, and PHM is no exception. PHM will use existing job-launch mechanisms to get diagnostics farmed out to all the nodes, but the infrastructure will necessarily provide new, scalable mechanisms for fanning in the results. Having each process in a job write a file is not an option. Not only is this slow (even given a parallel filesystem), but the hundreds of thousands of files produced by the hundreds of thousands of processes in a system have little individual value. What matters is which processes are outliers and how far their data deviate from normal performance. By exploiting this observation, PHM can ensure that only "interesting" information is presented to the user and recorded in a performance snapshot.
Performance Snapshots
Information will be recorded into "performance snapshots" -easily accessible summaries of the overall performance of the system with identifiable deviations from expected performance. A snapshot will contain the information generated by each of the contributing diagnostics as well as versioning information and precise identification of the underlying hardware and system software. Care will be taken to ensure that snapshots taken on similar but not identical systems can still be meaningfully compared. Some existing tools, • clear: Clear the name space with rfork(RFCNAMEG).
• . path: Execute the namespace file path. Note that path must be present in the name space being built.
Control File Syntax
• including the Network Correctness and Performance Testing Language (coNCePTuaL) [17] have already explored the inclusion of a system status logfile when executing a performance test We plan on exploring the use of a service-orientated file system for snapshots to achieve portability for PHM. For example the synthetic xcpu3 [30] file system, shown in Figure 4 , provides an abstraction that covers provisioning as well as run-time diagnostic tests. A similar /performance approach could provide a simple interface which can be interacted with from almost any environment. A further aspect of PHM's snapshots is that they will not necessarily be merely write-once descriptions of a system's performance health but can be updated automatically by diagnostics and internally maintain a record of the best performance ever achieved or provide time-histories. Such snapshots can then be fed back into PHM to provide a performance expectation to the diagnostics and to warn users if performance has deviated substantially from the system's known capability.
Snapshots are integral to the normal operation of PHM. However, their use will also be explored to enable the HPC community to view the performance health of the leadershipclass systems and thus be able to determine if their local systems exhibit the same performance characteristics (albeit on a smaller scale). Thus PHM could also provide the community the ability to learn from the maintainers of more "performance-healthy" supercomputers and enable improvements to less healthy systems.
Diagnostics
Diagnostics can vary substantially in their scope and functionality. They will all leverage the infrastructure's facilities including its API, execution, result reduction, and information storage capabilities to enable their rapid development exploration of their use. For example a diagnostic could be a small program, script, or even a full application that returns characteristics of the current system performance as well as information on its current state. We expect that existing utilities and micro-benchmarks will be easily incorporated into the infrastructure using the PHM API. After an initial prototype of the PHM infrastructure has been developed we envision that a number of available utilities and tools, available at PNNL, and IBM, will quickly convert into PHM diagnostics. This will allow the infrastructure to be tested and quickly turned into a testbed for the exploration of further diagnostics. By making PHM open-source, we anticipate contributions from other interested users of leadership systems.
The exploration of diagnostics in the following broad areas will be undertaken within the project:
OS noise (or jitter) -several existing utilities generate information on OS activities including the PAL-System Noise Activity Program (P-SNAP) [18] and Fixed Time Quantum (FTQ) [27] . The use of appropriate OS noise methods will be explored, in particular a HighFidelity-SNAP that can re-constitute the information provided by all other OS noise observers.
Network Communication -to identify when the network is not performing as expected and to localize which components, communication links or network interfaces, are either at fault. Communication tests that use single point-to-point communications, communication patterns as well as collective communications can be incorporated into individual diagnostics. The use of rapid prototyping tools for communication tests will also be explored. Ping-pong communication benchmarks are also being explored at Juelich [35] to identify performance deviations from normal between any pair of processors.
Memory subsystem checks -to identify potential problems within the memory subsystem in each node, or differences between nodes. This will include memory bandwidth and latency (for regular and irregular accesses), TLB testing and may incorporate available utilities including CacheBench [27] , STREAM [29] , EP-GUPS [29] , and memtime.
Filesystem and I/O -to identify performance problems with the filesystem and I/O capabilities of the system This will include examining individual channels to the I/O, and consider I/O usage patterns within the system.
Synthetic and real applications -the use of both synthetic and real applications will be explored as diagnostics. Synthetic applications will include computational and communicational characteristics of large-scale applications, ranging from regular local-neighbor communications with small messages, to irregular applications with large-message requirements. Various aspects of the I/O system may also be incorporated. In addition, the use of analytical performance models will be explored to provide information on the expected application performance using current performance snapshot information. This will assist with determining if there is a performance issue occurring with the system and help in localizing any problem.
Utilities -the use of several utilities as diagnostics will also be explored ranging from single Linux commands (e.g. ps, uptime) to scripts. For instance the whatelse utility will form a PHM diagnostic -this, a small script, that records if extra processes are running on any of the nodes (that may be used to diagnose a slow-down on those nodes).
A diagnostics feature that will be addressed will be to enable their seamless cross-system use by making available the same performance information available from one system to another wherever possible. Diagnostics can be considered as being in one of two broad categories: system-independent, which are naturally portable, and system-dependent which, take advantage of system-specific features and information. We expect that the information provided by many of the system dependent diagnostics can be made portable even if their implementation is different. This is analogous to tools such as the Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) [26] in which the API is consistent across platforms but where the implementation of individual counters and the meaning may be different.
Diagnostics can be observation based or performance based. An example of observation-based is recording the processor clock speed from /proc/cpuinfo under Linux. An example of performance-based is a diagnostic that measures flops based on performance counters for a particular sequential code. Diagnostics can also report static or dynamic information such as the memory capacity (static) of nodes, or the memory currently available (dynamic). Existing generic diagnostics include communication micro-benchmarks, such as MPI collectives. System-specific diagnostics could be used to test the performance of specific hardware on systems, such as exercising the fast barrier network on a Blue Gene.
RESEARCH CHALLENGES
It is our hope that PHM, and especially its infrastructure, will jump-start wide-reaching research on large-scale system performance diagnostics and health monitoring. We see PHM as a vehicle for exploring such system issues that can be utilized within the community for large-scale systems as well as smaller installations. Many aspects of the infrastructure require research including the hierarchical aspects of diagnostics, the use of time constraints to determine the prioritization and redundancy of system analysis performed, and the determination of the best system snapshot. Further significant research is required in the underlying methods and techniques that will be incorporated into diagnostics for determining if performance observations are not as expected, and for detecting anomalies.
Evolving existing diagnostic methodologies beyond the simple aggregation of system components is a key aspect of this work. Incorporating information reduction across the system and mechanisms for correlating data from related components will be key in creating a holistic view of system behavior. For runtime-based diagnostics, this will involve integrating both diagnostics, reduction mechanisms and local analysis into the runtime infrastructure. Keeping this runtime data collection and analysis from perturbing the application or the infrastructure will be critical to the overall success of PHM. We plan to address this, in part, by making use of so called "spare-cores" [28] such as the 17th core present on the Blue Gene/Q systems. By isolating diagnostics to "support cores" versus "application cores", the interference should be minimized and thus maximizing the ability to collect and analyze data.
Beyond just data collection, being able to localize anomalies to particular components or the interactions between particular components is an open area of research. Anomalies may be persistent or transient; and both false negatives and false positives are possible if an anomaly detector is not carefully conceived.
For example, the small but handy oddmanout tool compares the output of a command executed on every node and automatically distinguishes "true" anomalies from "false" anomalies by attempting to establish a baseline value and for each line of output and considering a node to be anomalous only if a baseline value can actually be established and that node's output deviates substantially from the baseline.
Another dimension of exploration is the determination of what useful diagnostic information can be obtained when PHM does not have exclusive access (only a subset) to the system, particularly that involving shared resources such as communication network or I/O. Here noisy data should not be confused with anomalous behavior.
Approaches to use diagnostics for automated cause identification (or drill-down) will be explored. This will include both understanding inter-diagnostic relationships, for example, a diagnostic that thoroughly tests a specific system component may be meaningful to run only if another diagnostic has identified that component as a potential source of performance loss. In addition, intra-diagnostic capabilities will also be important e.g., to increase the confidence of a potential anomaly.
Consider the following simple example: A communicationintensive micro-application runs slower than previously recorded. This in turn would launch (among other things) a networkbandwidth test. If the network-bandwidth test reported degraded performance, then PHM would launch another diagnostic to test the speed of each link in order to localize the root cause. Naturally, if the micro-application ran at the expected speed, there would be no need to run the networkbandwidth test or any of its descendents.
An important aspect in using diagnostics is having knowledge on what to expect. For many diagnostics expectations can be obtained after the best-case snapshot has been constructed. However for complex situations in which a diagnostic tests many components of a system such, as a synthetic application, performance modeling will be utilized.
The incorporation of accurate performance models into the diagnostics will also be explored. It will use the capabilities of the PHM infrastructure, in particular using the information contained within the performance snapshot, but also knowledge on how the synthetic (or real) application should perform. The performance model will be required to provide a rapid expectation of what the observable performance should be as well as exploring multiple system scenarios to help identify cause of any performance problem within a limited amount of time.
Handling data collection with a file system interface provides a convenient portable interface for applications, but even using synthetic file systems for such collections with aggregation suffers problems at scale [31] . We plan to build on our earlier work with workload and monitoring using synthetic file systems [32] , and incorporate aspects of other solutions such as TBON-FS [33] and its underlying MRNet communication infrastructure [34] which provide better scaling properties.
Finally, developing viualization tools to allow end-users and administrators to be alerted to potential anomalies and interactively drill-down on potential problems by launching and viewing results of additional diagnostics remains a signifigant challenge given the batch-oriented nature of most existing leadership class systems.
RELATED WORK
A large body of work has been carried out over the past decade in analyzing performance, optimizing performance, and developing tools aimed at achieving performance on the largest-scale machines [1, 3, 5, 6, 11, 19] . Taking a full-system approach to performance analysis is a fundamental departure from existing performance tools, which generally fall into one of three categories: 1) application performance analysis, 2) system health monitoring, and 3) node-local system performance monitoring. While application performance analysis and system health monitoring are both important to the effective use of leadership systems, performance health monitoring represents a largely uninvestigated pillar of system usability.
Application performance analysis
There are numerous tools that analyze parallel-application performance including TAU [23] , Open|SpeedShop [16] , HPCToolkit [14] , KOJAK [43], Scalasca [4] , and many others e.g.
[2]. The goal of such tools is to identify sections where most of an application's time is spent, and suggest code modifications to improve them. Most of these tools do not separate system performance issues from application performance issues, and as such, problems with the system can appear as problems with specific code activities.
PHM differs from these tools in that it identifies system performance problems that can impact application performance. PHM does however complement parallel-application performance tools to improve the overall software-development experience. For example, a performance tool might indicate that an application is spending a large amount of time in the virtual-memory subsystem and suggest that the application restructure its array accesses to reduce its memory footprint. PHM might then provide the additional information that a stray process on one of the compute nodes is thrashing memory, thereby making memory accesses unnecessarily expensive. Or, a performance tool might indicate that an application is spending a large amount of time blocked waiting for communication and suggest a way to exploit nonblocking MPI calls. PHM might complement that suggestion by observing that communication performance is being degraded by a faulty switch in the upper levels of the network causing traffic to be rerouted around it onto an oversubscribed link.
System health monitoring
PHM specifically targets overall system performance. However, there exists a variety of tools for monitoring other aspects of large-scale computer systems, in particular system health. Projects such as Ganglia [13] , xCAT [8] , and CluMon [21] perpetually monitor the components of a system and report component failures as soon as they are detected, or even before as is the case with HAPI [9] , which warns about temperatures, voltages, fan speeds, and bit-error rates nearing the extremes of the "normal" range. While PHM may use similar mechanisms to what these tools use for aggregating and presenting system information and may even be able to leverage some code from existing projects PHM reports and diagnose overall system performance, not component failures (except to the extent that a failed or flaky component affects system performance). Like fault detection, degraded-performance detection becomes increasing critical as system size and complexity increase. Both are capabilities without which high-performance computing cannot excel in the petaflop-and-beyond era.
Node-local performance monitoring
PHM is not the first project to address the performance of large-scale systems. However, PHM is the first to utilize a global view of system performance rather than an aggregation of local views. To elaborate, existing tools for monitoring system performance, including Disparity [7] , NWPerf [15] , Supermon [24] , ClusterProbe [12] , and Performance CoPilot [22] , are all designed for continuous monitoring of system performance. Consequently, measurement overhead is a serious concern. Therefore, these tools are limited to processing node-local information that can be acquired rapidly, such as the contents of /proc/meminfo and other components of the /proc filesystem, the load averages output by the uptime command, values of various CPU performance counters, etc. A key metric is the sampling rate: how many times per second values can be read and aggregated across the entire system.
Rather than optimize for sampling rate, PHM optimizes for a different metric: quality of information reported. Forgoing the requirement of continuous performance monitoring enables PHM to acquire not only locally available information but also information that results from measurements taken cross-node, for example by running a communication microbenchmark to detect network contention. PHM acquires not only trivially accessible information but also information that results from statistical sampling of a longer-running operation, for example by repeatedly running a computation microbenchmark to detect unexpected performance variability caused, e.g., by OS noise [17] .
A second feature of PHM that distinguishes it from existing projects is that it attempts to explain system-performance issues and suggest corrective actions. For example, instead of reporting merely that a given node is observing a disproportionately large amount of memory traffic, PHM may report that the BIOS has configured memory addresses to be striped instead of blocked across socket-local memory banks on that node. This form of prescriptive information is crucial because of the large number of ways nodes in a system can be configured to operate and the sheer multitude of nodes required to make up a leadership system.
A third distinguishing feature of PHM is that is uses both cross-platform performance snapshots and quasi-analytical performance models to provide a performance expectation for the system. In the absence of performance anomalies or out-of-range data observations, existing tools report that all is well. However, PHM may report otherwise on the basis of a performance model and micro-application: given measured peak compute speed of x and peak communication speed of y, a micro-application with a known mixture of computation and communication operations, and a performance model f (x, y) that gives expected run-time, a large difference between the actual and expected run-times would be cause for further analysis.
Finally, PHM can be set to regularly compare current performance against previously captured performance behavior. Such comparisons across multiple dimensions (e.g., memory bandwidth, memory latency, network latency, etc.) can pinpoint what has changed in the system over time. PHM can thus help capture not just one changed factor responsible for reduced performance but also other masked factors that could also lower performance.
CONCLUSIONS
We have motivated the need for a performance health monitor that takes a full-system approach to performance analysis. PHM can aid application scientists in their (eminently reasonable) expectation of a consistent performance environment. System performance at the supercomputing scale has a temporal component because of the millions of semi-autonomously controlled components. By recording performance snapshots, PHM enables the comparison of similar systems or even similar system subsets against each other, over time. Finally, PHM can be applied at different granularities permitting the identification and localization of performance problems within time constraints.
As problematic as performance perturbations are in existing bulk-synchronous style HPC applications and systemsa potentially worse problem looms on the horizon. As asynchronous and task-based models become more popular, subtle performance issues degrading overall system performance will be harder to spot as they may be partially masked by the dynamic nature of future runtimes. Having a mechanism such as the Performance Health Monitor will be critical to identifying such subtle system performance perturbations in order to guarantee that all software is getting the best utilization of the underlying hardware possible.
